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DIRECTION: In each sentence below four words have been printed in bold 
which are numbered (A), (B), (C) and (D). One/more than one word may be 
wrongly spelt or inappropriate in context of the sentence. Find out the 
wrongly spelt or inappropriate word. If all the words are correctly spelt and 
are appropriate the answer is (E) i.e. "All correct". 
 

Q.1. A Parliamentary panel (A) has asked the government to look at capping (B) air ticket 
prices and control the "artificial (C) created exorbitant (D) prices in the Gulf sector". All 
Correct (E) 
(1) Only (A)     (2) Both (A) AND (B)       (3) Only (C)       (4) Only (D)       (5)All Correct 
 
Q.2. Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) has said that all devices (A) using 
Aadhaar authentication (B) will have to adhere (C) to its new encryption (D) standards 
from June. All Correct (E) 
(1) Only (A)     (2) Both (A) AND (B)     (3) Only (C)        (4) Only (D)      (5) All Correct 
 
Q.3. The Cabinet may take up for approval (A) the supporting GST legislative (B), which 
will then be introduced (C) in Parliament as the government sprints (D) to rollout of the 
new indirect tax regime. All Correct (E) 
(1) Only (A)     (2) Both (A) AND (B)         (3) Only (B)       (4) Only (D)     (5) All Correct 

DIRECTION: Read each part of the sentence to find out if there is any 
error in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The 
number of that part is the answer. If there is no error, mark your answer 
as (5). 

Q.4. The long-awaited night Tubes will final(1)/ roll on to London's Underground 

platforms, putting the UK capital in league with(2)/ other major cities around the world 

offering(3)/ a 24-hour underground transport network.(4)/No Error (5)  

Q.5. Pakistan is investigating an attack suspect(1)/ who has recent been arrested,(2)/ 

for allegedly providing financial aid(3)/ to the LeT to carry out the 2008 assault.(4)/No 

Error (5) 

ANSWERS: Q.1. (3) Q.2. (5) Q.3. (2) Q.4. Option (1) Replace ‘final with ‘finally’.   

Q.5. Option (2) Replace ‘recent’ with ‘recently’. 
 

 

 


